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Wagner Leg. Chair Gerry Brouard, Polity

Junior Representative Eric Levine, and former
Polity President David Gamberg are each on the
ballot for next year's top spot in the Polity
elections to be held April 23. As we did last
year,the Press has given the candidates a chance
to respond in writing to questions concerning
student issues. We hope to be able to do the
same next week for the candidates for the othft
Council seats. """

The answers are printed in the order we
recieved them back trom the candidates.
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Eric Levine

1. Why are you running for President?

Gamberg: I am capable of combining my past experience
with a firm grasp of the issues affecting students today. I am
concerned with the frustration that students face when
confronting policies which affect the quality of life on
campus. Strong leadership in Polity can make things
happen.

Brouard: In the same way that Einstien stepped on
Newton's shoulders to bring us the theory of relativity, I
would like to step on the shoulders of the current Polity
President to bring to light my ideas and truths.

The current Polity President, Hawkeye, has set a new
direction for the student government which I would like to
continue, rather than revert back to the "us" against
"them" attitude of past Councils. I believe with my lead-
ership I will successfully be able to expand on Hawkeye's
changes of direction rather than let it become stagnant due
to a lack of new ideas; or worse, to see it reversed by bad
attitudes from previous Councils.

Levine: There are as many reasons why someone would
want to be President, some reasons are bad, some good. I
feel that Poli .ty should serve three major functions. The
first being to provide "functional service." By this, I mean
to run the day to day operations of Polity. To make sure
people get checks on time, to help clubs and colleges with
questions about vouchers, funding, events, etc. Polity
should have its doors open to questions from everyone. The
second function should be "communication", to commun-
icate to students oolicies that effect the way they live.

continued on page 6
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- The Fourth Estate: Editorial

Clowntime Is Over
Red is a color which embodies the socio-economic

conditions of our world today. Red can be used to
connote a political radical, most especially a Com-
munist. Red can be used to emphasize pain, anger, or
a great time--various human emotions. Red is the
color of a new Porsche or Ferrari, when one wishes to
flaunt their upper economic stature in life; Red is
bourgois. Red is the color of the Coca-Cola emblem,
Pepsi's is blue. Red is the color of blood. Red is also
the color which for years accountants have used to
symbolize debt or money shortfall, and it is a color
which will likely be most prevalent in Stony Brook
University's 1985/86 budget outline.

Despite lobbying efforts by Stony Brook admini-
strators and faculty, mainly University President
Marburger, the state budget which was passed last
week still leaves Stony Brook with a massive shortfall
in funds for Other Than Personnel Services (OTPS-
toilete paper, paint and stuff) and Personal Service
(people salaries). Although exact amounts are not yet
known, since SUNY must still allocate a number of
lump sums to all of its schools, Acting Budget Direct-
or Daniel Mellucci estimates that with the $6 million
Stony Brook shortfall proposed in the executive
budget, the working budget now will bring that to "the
$4 million range now."

The $39 billion New York State budget which was
passed by the legislature last week includes $725
million in state tax cuts, a $1.3 million program to
provide scholarships, grants, and economic incent-
ives to minority medical students and doctors to work
in under,;erved areas, and an additional $20 million

added to the executive proposal of a $12.9 million
increase for SUNY with about $35 million for com-
munity colleges. What the increased money will mean
for Stony Brook in detail is not as of yet known, but
again speculation dictates that the outlook is not
good and according to Mellucci "The budget is going
to be a problem...we will definitely have a budget
cutback" which will begin with support cuts in main-
tainance.

SUNY received an additional $3 million in Other
Than Personel Services, although Stony Brook's
shortfall in that area alone is $3 million. Along with 36
additional faculty lines for SUNY's engineering pro-
grams many of which Stony Brook is sure to receive,
equipment money was finally allocated on the order
of $2.9 million, out of a SUNY request of $4 mil-
lion.

The SUNY Research Foundation Assessment,
which is money taken by the state general fund out of
funds collected from sponsors for overhead services
on research grants and contracts, seen by the state as
revenue, has been cut $1 million. Marburger in a
memo of Jan 30 remarked: "SUNY must take more
vigorous steps to explain what the Research Found-
ation is all about to senior officals of the Budget
Division," and it seems that his advise was heeded
since the requested reduction was maintained.

The 1985/86 operating budget for Stony Brook,
while it has not yet been worked out, has as its
resources from the state budget a very miniscule little
bit with which to work. Last summer of 1984, some

-Press Pix

might remember, was a very financially distressing
period for Stony Brook when 118 jobs here had to be
saved with funds from OTPS-yes, your toilet paper.
A $3 million shortfall was left due to this transfer, and
now to compensate the state has allocated the entire
SUNY system an additional $3 million with a truly
unlikely prospect of Stony Brook getting all of those
funds. Looking over to Personal Service, the only
facts yet known about the state budget affecting
Stony Brook is that the engineering program will
receive a portion of the 36 new engineering lines for
SUNY. For a proper amount of equipment for those
new positions, however($ 100,000 per professor to set
up is the standard) all $2.9 million allocated to all
SUNY for equipment would have to go to Stony
Brook.

With the introduction last January of the executive
budget, Marburger wrote to SUNY Vice Chancellor
Harry Spindler "When you're dead, you're dead."
This was in the face of a $6 million predicted shortfall
for Stony Brook. Now it might be speculated to be at
$4 million, but its all over, alas the budget has been
passed. Either way, we all lose on the wake of a rising
crimson tide.

Front cover photos:
(Gamberg by Mike Ciunga
Levine and Brouard by Haluk Soykan
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Financial Hold
Carney Lobbied On Financial Aid

Members of the New York Pub-
lic Interest Research Group Inc.
(NYPIRG), and Polity President
Rory 'Hawkeye' Alyward met with
U.S. Congressman William Carney
at his Farmingville office Wednes-
day morning to lobby the represen-
tative for his support of the Higher
Education Reauthorization Act,
(HERA).

HERA provides the funding for
all Federal student financial aid
grams. These include Work Study,
Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL),
National Direct Student Loans
(NDSL), and Pell Grants. The legis-
lation which funds all these pro-
grams and others is scheduled to
end in October, and Congressional
and Senate approval are needed to
insure continued funding through
the passage of the Act.

"Students need these financial
aid programs strengthened and pre-
served, not cut," said Bonnie Elder,
a Sociology senior and spokesper-
son for NYPIRG. "We wanted to
let Carney know that the Reagan
Administrations proposal for elim-
inating over 1.5 billion dollars in
student aid programs is unaccepta-
ble to students." Under current
Administration proposals over
25,000 SUNY students stand tt
lose all federal aid and over
200,000 other N.Y. students stand
to have reductions for next year.

The four person delegation to
Congressman Carney tried to deter-
mine the representatives measure of
support for higher education fund-
ing during the half hour meeting.
While Carney stated his support

Q

Rory Aylward

for continued funding levels to te

preserved ("I'd have no problem

with that"), he did stop short of

committing himself to voting in

support of HERA if it was attatch-

ed to other legislation. He did not

specify which legislation would

convince him to vote against HERA

however. The group did ask Carney

to write members of the Post Sec-

ondary Education Sub-committee

in support of continued funding

levels and he agreed with this re-

quest. Carney stressed however,

that he felt the Senate would take

the lead on the issue. Aylward

said, "we don't know at what cost

he'd support it, but he is generally

in favor of it."
"The Administration's plans for

HERA as well as the so called 'com-
promise' arrived at in the Senate are
disasters for students across the
country...' said Curtis Leung, an-
other NYPIRG delegation member,
"...costs are going up, not down.
The President and other candidates
for office made a big fuss about ed-
ucation before the November elec-
tions. Now we've got to let them
know that we heard them while on
the campaign trail, and that educa-
tional oppertunity means opper-
tunity for the poorer members of
society as well as those who are bet-
ter off."

Though the final vote on HERA
is not expected until late summer,
budget recommendations and sug-
gested HERA funding levels are
now being formulated. "We're set-
ting up there lobbying visits
through our offices accross the
state." said Neal Rosenstein of
NYPIRG who was the fourth del-
egation member "Together, with
other student groups such as SASU
and the United States Student
ciation (USSA), we hope to com-
municate to our representatives
just how important sufficient finan-
cial aid levels are to the educa-
tiona system."

SCongressman William ('arnev

Food Drives Planned
for L.I. Hungry

In order to make people aware of
the problems of hunger here on
Long Island as well as worldwide,
a number of separate food drives
and hunger awareness activities will
be taking place next week.

The Cardio Respiratory Science
Students are sponsoring a food
drive at the Health Science Center
and at the University Hospital. It
will hbein next Mondav the 15th
and end on Friday. The food col-
lected will be given to the Brook-
haven ,Opportunity Center located
in Bellport. This organization has a
3 day Emergency food pantry pro-
gram for individuals who have suf-
fered from fires, deaths in the fam-
ily, Breadwinners leaving, or at the
end of the month when money or
food stamps have run out. They are
looking for canned goods and dry
goods.

According to Michael Schwartz
a cardiorespritory science student
and an organizer of the drive, "We
are collecting food for the Long
Island organization since we regoc-
nized the need for people here in
Suffolk County, in addition to the
people all over the world such as in
Ethiopia."

The collection will be held from

9:00am to 5:00pm each day next
week at the offices of the schools
of Social Welfare, Allied Health,
and Nursing, all on the second level
of HSC, at the HSC Barnes and
Noble bookstore, the HSC Library,
and the HSC Cafeteria. Another
collection point will be at the Uni-
versity Hospital lobby.

Schwartz added that the assis-
tance of Dean Edmund McTernan
and Joan Kenny has been invalua-
ble in planning the project.

Next week has also been declar-
ed "Long Island Hunger Awareness
Week" by the Stony Brook
and a number events are planned
around that. Long Island Cares is
sponsoring a hunger week on
campuses across Long Island. Stebe
Paysen of the Catholic Campus
Ministries says that "as a sign of our
committment a 'hunger garden' will
be planted on thursday, April 18th
at 4pm. President Marburger and
other university officials have been
invited to attend. David Gamberg
the Council member who intro-
duced the hunger proposal, said
that the garden will be located
somewhere in the academic core
and that "VP for Operations, Bob
Francis has been very good in help-

ing us locate a spot for the garden."
To get students personally in-

volved the project is going to sell
seeds and plants to the students
who will then do their part to end
hunger by planting them in the
"hunger garden." The $312 that
will be used to procure the seeds
was obtained from PSC last thurs-
day. As part of this program DAKA
will be hosting a major campus
party event in the gym on Thursday
to raise funds and consciousness.
The winners of a raffle to raise
for the hungry will be given an all
expence paid trip to Europe for
two weeks. That day there will
also be "hunger banquets" planned
for the cafeterias whose purpose is
to "translate the statistics into
terms people can understand" ac-
cording to Gamberg. The banquet
to be run with the help of DAKA
and the active support of students
including those from the H-quad
buildings of James and Lanqmuir
and will have demonstrations, films
and discussions aimed at bringing
people to realize that there is hun-
ger in America and its even in their
own neighborhoods.

N.T. & J.C.
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POLI7TYPOLITYPOLITYPOLITY
RUSSIAN REALITIESNEW CAMPUS

NEWSREEL'S:

I

Russian 111 3 sections
No requirements

See Fall '85 schedule

Are BacK U:U
And At

Reasonable Rates!
Call Dolores at 6-4249 for
more details or stop by our
weekly meeting on-

Wednesday, 7:30 PM
Union Room 237

For Further info. on Newsreel,
the organization and how to

join, call Mike at 6-4252

Petitions are closed

I Elections are: I
9:00 AM-9:00 PM, April 23rd

Foreign Service NSA, USIA,
FBI The Sciences, Interna-
tionalAffairs, & Government.

a ~

Elections will be
President

Vice President
Secretary

Class Representatives
SASU Delegate

Judiciary

Residents Vote In Your Colleges
Commuters Vote In The Library or The Union

If you have any questions call Polity at 6-3673
********************,**
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- Viewpoint

Alcohol Policy:
Ineffective, Unnecessary, and Unfair

by Roger Sauterer
In a new attempt to restrict students legal

rights, through officially to limit alcohol abuse
and DWI on campus, Fred Preston and other
administrators have mandated keg limits at cam-
pus parties with the new Interim Guidelines for
Alcohol Service. The new policy, which tries to
limit alcohol consumption at parties to one
drink per person per hour, will set keg limits
about two-thirds what is considered traditional
for parties on campus. It is hard to see how
a policy will actually accomplish Preston's stated
goal of preventing intoxication for several ob-
vious reasons, in fact, this policy may actually
encourage excess drinking.

First, it is important to realize that the calcu-
lations of one drink per person-hour is an
AVERAGE figure; it has nothing to do with
how much alcohol a person actually consumes.
At a perty, many people drink little or none at
all, while others come to a party with the inten-
tion of getting drunk. Knowing that under these
new rules, the kegs are likely to run out at mid-
night or before is likely to lead to a "lets drink
it while its there" mentality for people that
intend to "tie one on." As a result, they will
come earlier (although most dorm parties of-
ficially start at 10 pm, people generally do not
come in large numbers until 11:30 or midnight).
and drink faster with the result that they will get
even drunker thatn before.

Another factor that will work against the al-
cohol policy is that it is impossible to predict
how many people will actually attend a party in
advance. Competing events, upcoming exams or
papers in various courses, and totally unpre-
dictable factors conspire to make any educated
guesses as to attendence an excercise in futility.
Every college legislature hias had the experience
of spending hundreds of dollars on a party, only
to lose their shirts on it because of low atten-

dence, or to have more than enough kegs run

out at midnight because twice as many people

as expected showed up.
If Fred Preston has a magic formula for accu-

rately predicting party attendence, he should

not keep it such a secret; the college legislatures
on this campus would be eternally grateful for

his ability to see the future of a party before it

happens. Since it is impossible to predict the

attendence of a party to better than a factor

of two, party -throwers will naturally make

highest estimates of attendence they are able to

get away with just to insure there is enough beei

and drinks for everyone. For dorm parties at

least, this may result in little or no reduction ir

beer actually served, though for events wherE

tickets are sold in advance, there will be drastic

reductions in the amount of alcohol is available.

Keg limits at parties, if they succeed in reduc

ing the amount of drinks available at parties, wil

also lead to an increase in what is an alread3

common thing at parties; many people bring
their own drinks to the party or get tanked up
before attending, in an effort to avoid long beer
lines or cheap, flat, keg beer. Knowledge of beer
shortages at a party will add yet another reason
to bring your own supplies. Although searches
at large, ticketed events like Tokyo Joe's will
stop "carry-ins" it is practically impossible to
prevent people from taking their own supplies
at a dorm party, and nothing at all can be done
to prevent people from "priming" themselves
before attending.

Finally, if parties run out of beer at an early
hour, where do the drinkers go then? It doesn't
take much thinking to realize that they will head
out to the local carry-out stores and bars for
more, often driving in less than desirable
states of conciousness in the process. What this
means is that the new policy will have partially
shifted a percieved problem (drunken students)
from the relatively safe and isolated confines of
the University out to the community (in cars,
no less!) that the administration seems so defer-
ential to. Has Preston, Marburger, et. al. asked
their beloved community that they consistantly
appease what THEY might think of a Thursday
night exodus of semi-intoxicated students in
search of more partying? I personally doubt
they would approve, and neither would the local
police department and rescue squads who would
have to contend with the resulting increase in
drunk driving and DWI-related accidents. Stu-
dents who want to get drunk will find a way,
despite Administration efforts to the contrary.
It is better to allow them to do so on campus,
where home for most is a short walk away,
rather than unwittingly encouraging drunk driv-
ing by misguided and unfair policy.

Aside from reasons dhowing that the new
alcohol policy will lead to side effects that will
probably cause worse problems than the ones
the administration claims it is attempting to
solve, (from the above arguements, it seems the
LEAST problems would result if the new policy
fails entirely to effect keg consumption at
parties!) there is a fundamental issue at stake
here; that of students rights as legal adults.
Those of us 19 or older have, at least for the
time being, the right to drink as we choose. We
also have certain responsabilities that go along
with these rights, such as not driving while
intoxicated, and the law provides stiff penal-
ties that we risk facing if we chose to ignore
these responsabilities. The administration, like
many others, is apparently concerned about
DWI and alcohol abuse, but the "solutions"
it provides are more that of an overbearing
parent rather than that of adults to adults. Forc-
ing a set of restrictive rules down one's throat
is not the way to teach responsability, especially
if those rules end at the campus boundaries.
Likewise, setting up situations that encourage
students to search off campus for a party or to
drink is not the way to discourage drunk driving.
Although the new policy looks good for public
relations, (which on suspects is their REAL, if
unstated goal) it does nothing to encourage a
personal choice of responsable drinking, and will
actually INCREASE the problem of drunk driv-
ing, and further expands the rift between stu-
dents and administrators on issues of student
rights and choices in lifesyles. In short, the new
policy is unfair and counterproductive.

The writer is a graduate student and an on-
campus resident.
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Presidential Candidate M Meet The Press
continued from page 1 .

Communicate new regulations and policies that effect their
clubs or colleges. Communicate on the issues that students
are usually in the dark about Provide town meetings;
newsletters, bring administrators right to the student to
answer from the question, so nothing becomes a mystery.
The third function is to be a "regulator". What I mean by
this is since we are elected by the camnpus, we should watch
any illegal practices that may happen in our organization.
The most important function is to realize that we are
students, nothing more or less, and therefore our major
concern is to provide services and once we stop doing that
we cease to be effective...The reason I am running is
because I have the ability to see all these things through. I
realize the limitations of Polity and I will not try to over-
extend, therefore becoming useless. What I will do is use my
experience and common sense to deal with the day to day
operations and to get involved with issues that will affect
the students, and use an"y means to have as much student
input as possi•i,,.

2. Please outline your previous Polity and
other Stony Brook experience that helps
qualify you for the Presidency.
Gamberg: Currently, I am serving on the Stony Brook
Council. This group acts as a local Board of Trustees for the
University with nine members appointed by the Governor
of New York and one student, myself, who was elected by
the students. Also, I have previously held seats on the Polity

Council, including Freshman and Sophmore Represent-
ative, Vice President and Polity President (1983-84).
Brouard: Most of my involvement lies in previous inst-
itutions which I attended. I did try to keep a "toe" so to

speak, everything of any importance going on in Polity. My

direct involvement took the form of Wagner College
Legislature Chairman, Stony Brook for Muscular Dystro-
phy Entertainment Committee Chairman, Alcohol Aware-

ness organizer,and a V.C.R. movie night organizer.
In my previous college experience, I was the equivalent of

a Quad President, I was on a food planning committee, and I

was on a building and grounds improvement committee.

Levine: My three years at Stony Brook have been very
active. I have been involved with the Benedict Legislature

for three years, the first as Vice-Chairman, the last two as

Chairman. This experience has made me aware of the

problems of running parties, dealing with Polity, filling out

forms and licenses, and most importantly realiz'nPeen
really important to the students that live here. I have een

Sophmore and Junior class Representative those respec-
tive years. I have seen in Polity the last two years people

taking on projects in which they would have absolutely no

input, they would do this for the politics of it I know what

can be compromised, what alternatives can be offered, and

most importantly we have to forsee problems and stop

them before they become policies. For the last year, I have

been Vice-Chairman of P.S.C. (Progams and Services
Council) I have dealt with every club on this campus at least

once, via this position. I realize that the problems that old

and new clubs have getting funding. The activity money

stays the same while the clubs increase. So in simple terms
there is less money for the growing number of clubs. I was

Chairman of the Media Budget Subcommitte while sitting

on the Athletics Budget Subcommittee. Here the same
problems occured when dealing with line budgets. Almost

all line clubs stayed the same or took a cut, very few got an

increase. This situation is very hard to remedy because here

again there are more clubs with the same amount of money.
I am a member of the University Senate, the Arts and
Sciences Senate, Co-Chairman of the Annual Fund (earn-
ing money for the school from the alumni), MDA Co-
Chairman. All of these titles would mean very little if that is
where they stopped. It is the job of the President not to

create barriers between Polity and the student- but to use
experience,commonsense and work to help students take
advantage of all that Polity has to offer.

3. What is the single major problem that
confronts resident students? Commuters?
Gamberg: One of the major problems confronting the
resident students is the dorm cooking program. Without it,
there is no alternative to a mandatory meal plan. The
position that Polity has taken is that nothing can be done
about it. This is a defeatist attitude. I am presently in-
vestigating the program to find out where millions of dollars
have been spent on a woefully inadequate service.

Commuters face more than one major problem. The bus
service remains inadequate, even though there has been
some improvement. They do not get their money's worth
from Polity and are unaware of what is going on. A com-
muter newsletter will be issued to better inform them of
upcoming issues and events.
Brouard: An incoming freshman arrives here with his
parents to find a filthy room infested with roaches. After
this new student revives his mother who has fainted, they
clean up the room and get some bug spray, no I mean alot of
bug spray. Then they have to get covers forall the furniture,
if you want to call it furniture, otherwv'ise it would not be
presentable.

After he finally settles in he walks around campus,
because there is a very bad bus service. He finds out that
the walkways are poorly lit. the food inedible, and that there

is no need to go to class becaue the professor reads them

"'bedtime" stories from a book in class.
WELCOME TO STONY BROOK! Well, I say bullslit.' I

think the power of the student government with the help of
Administration can change things and make it better for
commuters and residents.
Levine: There are many major problems that confront
students here at Stony Brook. The ridiculous housing
situation certainly is up there as most important. If some-
one chooses to move buildings and waits to see if they can
get in, if they do that's great, but what has really happened
is they don't get in and as a result they loose their original

room; they get relocated if they are lucky by themselves in
another quad. What has happened is that priority is being
given to incoming freshmen with very little concern for the
residents that live on campus now. Along with housing,
Polity has to work to stop the mandatory meal plan from
spreading to other buildings. The meal plan has to provide
alternatives for those presently on the meal plan like cash
equivalency (paying for what you eat), refunds for meals not
eaten. The Ratheller proposal has to be vigorously in-
vestigated. This rathskeller would include a bar, T.V.
screen a variety of eating facilities, and much more. This
campus desperately needs a service like this at extended
hours.

Commuters face many problems, the first being t hat they
pay the same activity fee as residents do. but they do not get
the same benefits. The bus service is lacking to say the
least The hours must become more flexible, and a plan to
use student drivers was great, this would create more hours
and a much more flexible bus schedule. Parking is another

problem, one which residents and commuters are both
bothered by. There are just too many cars for the amount of

spots available. The ticketing policy has to either be

softened of at least publicized so cars do not get randomly
ticketed or towed.

Commuters do not take advantage of the numerous
activities on campus. It is not feasible for them since ti ey.

have to make trips from home to school each timne they

participate in an activity. The Senate there has beer, a step

forward this year with an active commuter constituency in
the senate, and for the first time bringing the voice of the

commuters to Polity. Commuters have an equal say, the

only problem is that they have to take advantage of their
numbers. I have worked with Senators like Adam Cole, Joe
Ruggero, Gene Tombler and Scott Lindenbaum to speak
the voice of the commuter students.

4. How do you feel about the one drink per
hour interim alcohol policy and what do you
plan to do about it?
Gamberg: I should preface my answer by saying that I am
against drinking and driving and I support efforts to curb

alcohol abuse. However, the interim policy ofone drink peri

hour is absurd and unenforceable. I will institute an

education campaign about the problem of alcohol abuse.

Students should he fully involved in any decisions made
concerning alcohol policies.
Brouard: This is another example of the administration

reacting to a persisting student problem which the student

government has not acknowledged. This problem should
have been solved by the student government long ago.

Polity should not be waiting for a crisis to deal with a

problem. Prevention is better than the cure, and now
because of Polity's reactive instead of pro-active mentality

the Administration is trying to solve it. How can anyone

blame the Administation? Every week some students get

intoxicated and cause damage to the campus or becotme

unruly and cause damage to other students, allowing Polity

to make full use of the Ambulance Corps.
This plan is not a very well thought out plan and I think

after there is some student input an acceptable solution (can

he found.
A student who can be drafted and killed is going to be told

he can only have one drink every hour. Ha! Ha! Hal I don't
think so.
Levine: This policy is obviously a ridiculous policy. Once
Fred Preston is enlightened by student voices, he will

certainly realize this. There will be an alcohol )policy, and

anyone that tells you that there won't be is lying to you.
What I will tell you is that since there is this policy. we

should try communicating, no disrupting to get as much
student input towards any decisions being made. With
input, not protest can there be drinking that is acceptable to
the students. This policy is just an interim policy that is set
up until a committee of students, faculty and staff are put
together to decide the drinking policy on campus. What is
essential is that the students make sure that they have at
least 50% of the say on this board. With a word called
"compromise" which people forget can we get an accep-
table alcohol policy for all people involved.

5. Are you supporting any other candidates
for any other office? Who and why or why
not?
Gamberg: I know many of the candidates running for
other offices. Who ever wins the other positions should
have plenty of work to do in my administration. I feel it is
premature to discuss possible alliances at this time.
Brouard: No officially Fm not supporting anybody at this
time.
Levine: No other candidates have approached me as of
yet.

6. What are the major problems that the
average student has with Polity and how do
you plan to solve them?
Gamberg: The so-called average student does not know
that Polity exists. When I was President I spoke at building
leg. meetings and conducted well attended town meetings.

Over the course of my years at Stony Brook I have spoken at
every building on campus. Because Polity was active and
visible, we were able to defeat efforts to abolish the dorm

cooking program last year.
Brouard: The major problem seems to be a persisting
problem year after year. Students don't know what Polity is.
Every Council sets out to solve this problem but they all
seem to fail. This seems to happen because the Council gets
involved in other things, forgetting public relations. When
they have trouble getting students involved they claim
"'apathy". It seems Councils in the past have not been able
to grasp the simple idea of motivation. The more students
who know about Polity and all it has to offer the more

students who will get involved and the more students who

get involved the bigger and better Polity will he.

The solution is Polity must publish a bi-weekly update in

which all clubs contribute. This would enable us to pub-

licize what all Polity money does.
Polity must also lead a fight to get R.A.'s and M.A.'s

involved. But before we do this we must get SUNY to

acknowledge that R.A.'s and M.A.'s on campus are not

getting as much as R.A.'s and M.A.'s on other campuses in

terms of benefits.
Levine: The major problem that the students have with
Polity is that they are unclear as to what Polity is and what it
does. Most students do not realize that Polity is the student
government. This mystery thing called Polity funds every
club, concert, movie, athletic team and almost everything
that students enjoy on campus. What Polity needs to do is

to continue bringing "Polity to the peole.'" Polity is nothing
but a bunch of students that happened to be elected to
make decisions that affect the rest. The town meetings, and
newsletters that were started this year should be continued.
Bringing key administrators right to the buildings.so that

students are not in a daze to where they are living. what t hey

are eating or how much they are drinking. Polity in the past

has had a bad image, with much talk and very little getting

done. This year myself along with the rest of the (Council

started working not politicking that has been done in the

past. When the students of this school realize that Polity is

dealing with relevant issues and not some ahstra

advantageous issues than students will respect Pony ano

not laugh at it. Polity is not my Polity or s(omeone else's

Polity it is all of our activity fee money and therefo're Pl(litN.

is everyone s Polity.

7. What do you feel will be the major issues
concerning students here in the upcoming
school year?
Gamberg: First. we must put an end to the reintro(duct ion

of en loco parentis. We do not need the I niversity to be omit

parents, our own parents are just fine. Se((condly. we miust

restore the freedom to choose whether to be ()n the meal

planornot, as it was for8 years from 1976- 19 .4. The third

majorissuewill be tomake the dorm cooking p)rogram work.

Right now at SU'NY Fredonia the 'niversity is creatinlg a

cooking program, while here out administrators are trying

to end it.
Brouard: The mandatory meal plan. the 21 year old

drinking age, the student help with campus safety, the bus
and parking service, the cutting of Stony Brook's budget,

the interim alcohol policy.

Levine: There are a few major issues that will be im-
portant next year, there will also be some new ones that will

come up over the summer. The biggest issue will be if the 21

year old drinking age goes through, because if it does, we

won't have to worry about an alcohol policy because there

won't be any alcohol to regulate. Other issues that I have

mentioned earlier is the housing situation, and that will

have to be reevaluated. Tuition cuts in the future are going

to hur the many financial aid recipiants because h det

cu tS i e ' : , . - .: _ ,- A :. ; .

8. To what extent do you think Polity should
be involved with outside politics?
Gamberg: This question needs some clariftication. It ,unl

define outside politics to be the prolposed drinking age.

state and federal aid to Stony Brook or any laws impacting

the students of this campus, then I feel'Polity shoi
active role influencing these important decisions. o
role must be first and foremost designed to address the
issues affecting the students of this campus. We can and
should however participate in educational forums on other
issues of national or international concern.
Brouard: When these politics affect students and their
environment. This is what SASU and NYPIRG are all

about I will give them my full support I will also help them
with recruitment
Levine: Polity should concern itself first with the goings

on here on campus, and then the issues outside Stony

Brook in the "real world" that effect the students. Things
like Stop 21, financial aid cuts to tuition aid, etc. Polity
should be aware that it is more important to use their

resources to take care of problems here at Stony Brook.
Polity has to pay attention to what is going on with the clubs,

line budgets, SAB, COCA, SCOOP, AV. This is Polity's
first concern because we as students whether we like it or
not our effect on outside politics will be insignifigant
compared to what we have the ability to do on campus.

9. Polity clubs and organizations have
suffered in recruitment. What factors do
you attribute this to and how would you
remedy this situation?
Gamberg: This points to a lack of concern on the part of
Polity. I would establish a Polity club coordinator. This

person would keel) me up) to date on the status of all Polity
clubs. I will also speak at club meetings and provide
organizational assistance to any' club that may request it.

Brouard: Lack of co-mmunicatiion is the problem and the
remedy is a bi-weekly fvlyer with something from everyv club

and a calendar intfoming the student body when and where
evervt hing will be.
Levine: 'I"here is a big void in what is called "volunte
ering". ('lubs will have to communicale through adverit-

ising that t heir (clu1) is wort hwhile not only for their resume
but to balance t heir lives with academics. T'his situation is

n(ot an easy one I(o remedy, because college is a tough

enough place to deal with. with just academics, and social
life. so recruitment will always he a problem. A \good idea
would be ito recruit atl he Orientat io)ns and get t he ireshmen
as so()n as the (clime to school.

10. What is your birth date and favorite
planet?
Gamberg: X..iN 2-. i 7,162 aand while I nimv have lott\ ideas.

11 ie .re firnlv pmlanted on mn v ti\, 'Ii pllainet- Karth.
Brouard: ()Octoler :i, 1 ; that niake.i- me a L.itbrmi the sign

(f balance.
Mi favo)rite iC laiiet is \Venis the pl )ai t i () i \ve becauise

love maikes the i( v, ()rlId , aoudl( and i is m ', pislg .t it-o
to\wars(l the bhicv(en ieu of l"\v life,'s gail o, , tllmifl v\

wit hout (dist in1t io ii.

Levine: No ex ,nbeir P, .i'4'l I t< ,i in \Ih a rI i ,nh. ;it< ,in(d
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COLLEG
The New York P

Inc. (NYPIRG) is lo
organize college stt
environmental, heal
NYPIRG, the largest student-based research and
advocacy organization in New York State has
achieved national recognition for work in toxic waste,
voter registration, mass transit aid, and standardized
testing reform.

Salary is $10, 000 per year, plus health benefits. To
apply; contact Peter Burke at the Stony Brook Career
Development Center at 246- 7024 to set up an interview
for Thursday April 4; or contact Lea Gabrilovitch at
(212) 349-6460, or write to her at: NYPIRG, 9
Murray Street, New York, N Y., 10007

It has come to our attention at the news-
paper that a number of advertisements
submitted by clubs for this issue were, uh,
"lost" somewhere in Polity. We'd like to
apologise to any organizations that were
inconvienced by this and we will work to
insure that in the future such problems
will not occur. Thank you.

.r4

Call 6-6051

I

COCA Presents: TEACHERS
Friday & Saturday April 12th & 13th

7:00, 9:30, and 12:00 in Lecture Hall 100
50c with ID $1.00 without ID
Buy tickets in advance in the

Union Box Office

I

It's Monday morning atJFK High.

ip 8 Tho mu tr•v Rr«^rlr Prc<

SWIM-ALONG (proceeds will be
used to purchase communication
system for the hearing impaired
for use in the Fine Arts Center).
S.B. Gym Pool. Pick up pledge
sheets at the Phys. Ed. Dept., the
Union or Office of the Disabled,
Humanities 135 or call.

U

GAY FEST
NMiW7 VYnrk Cityv
1" L c ; VV J %.p,,,L %. ./ -ALWj

Gay/Lesbian Org.
Conference

Saturday, April 13th
Call GALA for more info-6-7943

CONFERENCE AGENDA
11 am-lpm Registration begins in
Student Union Fireside Lounge. Coffee
and Doughnuts to be served. Late regi-
stration is possible.
1 pm-2pm Keynote address begins.
Judge Joan Lobis (N.Y.C. Civil Housing
Court) and Mr. Peter Drago (Governor
Mario Cuomo's liason to the Gay com-
munity) in Old Chem Lecture Hall.
2pm-3pm First workshop begins. Theme
will be on current status of the Gay
political situation.
3:15-4pm Break. Coffee and Doughnuts
served in the Fireside Lounge.
4pm-5:15 Second workshop begins. Such
topic choices as Lesbian Mothers, Gay
Fathers, Gay Lifestyle and spirituality will
be discussed.
5:15-5:30pm Break
5:30-6:45pm Third workshop begins.
Topics to be discussed include: Bisex-
uality, Separatism, AIDS, Ageism, and
Crisis Intervention
6:45-8:30pm Dinner Break (Cold Buffet)
and Entertainment.
8:30 Fourth workshop begins. Topics to
be discussed include: Dealing with par-
ents and friends, Racism, Lesbian and
Gay counseling, and Gay political and
Community organizing.
10pm Farewell address.
10:15 Dance Party in the Union Ballroom

I
WANTED: Swimmers for
swim-along, 4/14, 3-6pm

4/15, 8:30-11pm.

*

A student bites a teacher.
The school psychologist goes berserk.

The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic.
And students graduate who can't read or write.

I
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THIS SUMMER
come to

HOFSTRA'S
School of Education
We have sun, we have fun, we have courses to qualify you in a profession on
the up-swing-education. Teachers retire; children are born. The demand for
teachers increases. For example, a Long Island School District has openings
for: elementary, guidance, home economics, library, music, physical education,
reading, registered nurse, school nurse-teacher, computer literacy, English,
industrial arts, physics and chemistry teachers.

At Hofstra, we have the courses to certify you. We also have a swimming pool,
tennis courts and culture; beaches and sailing nearby-a summer to remember
with extra credits on your transcript.

We have courses in:
* Bilingual Education
" Counselor Education
* Creative Arts Therapy
* Early Childhood Education
* Educational Administration
* Educational Computer Technology
* Elementary Education
" Foundations of Education
* Health Education
* Marriage/Family Counseling
SPhysical Education

* Program Evaluation
* Reading
* Reading/Special Education
* Rehabilitation Counseling
* Secondary Education
* Sex Counseling
* Special Education (including

Gifted and Talented)'
* Teaching English

as a Second Language

rDIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
Holland House
Hempstead, New York 11550 S
(516) 560-6700 or 6707 !

Undergraduate Education Programs
Graduate Education Programs

Name
Address

City State ... Zip

TEL NO. ( )

HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY

HEMPSTEAO, LONG ISLAND NEW YORK 11550
Hdwra Unmhsvty a n Qu' edutdonJ OpottRlty infti•on

Amateur Hour
Abandon

Thorogood Live
When the world has finally re-

solved every last detail down to its
most minute radiant dust speck,
one man will cut through the sha-
dows to entertain the people. He
will look like a Brooklyn cop, fat
and dusty, and play the guitar be-
hind his head.

Until then, that man will be
Wlaving fifty-states in fifty-nights

relishing in nothing more than let-
ter combinations spelling words
like "vodka" and "gin."

But even Amateur nights can be
fun, and in this case it was. For no
other reason than the hot rich mys-
terious life forces that were perva-
sive in the April weather, Thoro-
good provided a conditionally good
Wedn n~ night show- oxx of

and other such muscle flexing actiP
ities while hopefully dropping b
Stony Brook more often like las
Wednesday night when Georg
Thorogood roared in the gym wit
enough energy to power an averag
sized mid-western town.

Covering blues artists B.B. Kin
and John Lee Hooker, amor
others, while doing some of his ow
songs, Thorogood proved in gran
style that he is essentially a B mint
rock 'n' roll Las Vegas personalit:
Common sense dictates that Thor(
good should've never transcende
the beer barrel he no doubt com<
from, but yet some how he did. It
referred to as hustle.

Incessently pounding the star
with Godzilla dances and locom
tive solos, Thorogoods own enth
siasm redeems his otherwise schloc
style. He steadily employed a Ja<
Daniels machismo attitude whi

April i i, 19& 9j2 g
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Apply now to LIU's 15th annual

SUMMER OF SCIENCE
, \ \ ^--L/ / /

Get Your /
Academic or

Pre-Professional training in

1 BIOLOGY/CHEFIIST11Y
SMATHIEMATICS/PHYSICS

2 Summer Sessions starting JUNE 6th and JULY 22nd
Take your choice. This summer you can...

* Choose from 90 introductory, advanced, and graduate sections

* Get your pre-professional preparation for medical, dental or
optometry school

* Complete your undergraduate science requirements

* Upgrade your scores on professional admissions tests

* Gain a thorough scientific grounding in the health professions

* Take summer graduate courses for an early start in your teaching
career or industrial and advanced research

* Select day or evening classes

* Benefit from individual attention and tutoring

* Study in state-of-the-art laboratories

COURSES IN ALL OTHER DISCIPLINES AVAILABLE.

For information or to apply,

call (718) 403:1011 or mail coupon today.

Admissions Office MO NO1 \

SLong Island University ,m
Brooklyn Campus

* University Plaza, Brooklyn, NY 11201 (:

Yes, I am interested in LIU's Summer of Science program.
Please send me more details.

Name

Address -----------
SCity/State/Zip _

Phone
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.
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Funky Fresh From
Hollis Queens

A week ago the Press inadvertently
omitted a paragraph and a half from
the middle of this RUN-DMC review.
We're now glad to run it in its en-
irety.

by Harris Gander For RUN-D.M.C., "Rock Box"
There's always that lag...it takes was a successful experiment that

White America a few, sometimes suggested they wanted to broaden
many, years to catch on to what rap's horizons and possibly their
Black America has been listening audience.
to. KING OF ROCK is an equally
Jazz, blues, and rock and roll were ambitious project that indicates
all Black "noise" before they cor- where RUN-D.M.C. is headed. This
mercialized into something White becomes obvious when you corn-
America could appreciate. Black pare the long list of musician cre-
rock and roll pioneers like Chuck dits on the back of KING OF
Berry did not gain acceptance on ROCK with the one man list on
White radio stations until a well- the first album. RUN-D.M.C. in-
handled White commodity named tends to expand rap by expanding
Elvis paved the way by singing the the backround music.
same music with a similar style.
Even the resurgence of '60's Mo-
town hits in part fueled by the
soundtrack to movie The Big Chill,
which featured an all white cast
and was geared more for white
audiences.

It makes you wonder what
White America is going to do with
rap music; since rap was born in
non-white ghettos as the expressive
attempts of people searching for
identity in the mechanical, compu-
terized pace of urban environments.
The persistant beat of rap music
expresses this pace and the harsh,
boastful words are the attempt of
urban minority people to be heard.
Yet, it appears that white America
is dipping its toe in the pool of rap
music. You can walk through the
Village on a Saturday or Sunday
and see yuppies forming
around B-boys (break dancers), or
you can look at your stereo tuning
dial and watch Whodini's "Friends"
and UTFO's "Roxanne" moonwalk
from WBLS and WRKS over to
WPLJ. Why, MTV might even show
you a video by Kurtis Blow (the
king of rap) squeezed between
Duran Duran and David Lee Roth.

Despite this initial curiosity to-
wards rap, I don't think White
America will ever embrace RUN--
D.M.C. This is a shame because
RUN-D.M.C.'s latest album KING
OF ROCK documents the most
innovative and influential rappers
on the mikes.

When they first hip-hopped
from Hollis, Queens, onto the scene
a few years ago with the hits "It's
Like That" and "Sucker M.C.'s,"
RUN-D.M.C. established a power-
ful style by yelling raw,
mothers-take-your-children-off-the-
street rhymes, with simple beat box
and scratch backing. The message
was clear until they rapped to rock

rhythm and the freelance guitar

of Eddie Martinez in "Rock Box"

The variety of music forms on
KING OF ROCK includes the
heavy metal sounds of the title cut
and island influenced of "Roots,
Rap, Reggae," which features Reg-
gae personality Yellowman on the
mike. "You Talk Too Much" and
"It's Not Funny" are a return to
the classic RUN-D.M.C. style
with simple beats backing the con-
trasting voices of D.M.C. and D.J.
Run.

The first two cuts on side B are
the peaks of the album. "Can You
Rock It Like This" has a Butt-Bum-
pin', uptempo beat with synthesi-
zers and guitars that will appeal
to fans of new wave. "You're
Blind" is one of those "urban life"
raps that came into vogue when
Grandmaster Glash and the Furious
Five gave us "The Message." The
chorus rhyme "You're blind, you
can't see/you need to wear glasses
like D.M.C." is guaranteed to haunt
you while you try to sleep.

Both jams successfully blend rap
with rock and/or new wave and I
think that is what RUN-D.M.C. is
striving for. KING OF ROCK could
influence the music of rap the same
way "The Message" influenced the
words of rap. RUN-D.M.C. estab-
lishes that you can rap to beat box-
es, rock or new wave and still put
out funk.

The atmosphere of KING OF
ROCK is filled with the brash, no
crime-no kleins style of RUN-
D.M.C.

Many people will not be able to
relate to rhymes about urban
ghetto experiences rapped to urban
tempo beats and for them the al-
bum will more likely be classified
as noise. So, while RUN-D.M.C.'s
music broadens, their audiences
might stay the same. Whether RUN-
D.M.C. reaches and significant of-

fering that may withstand the test

of time...just in case there is that

lag.
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Assemblage Music
Application of the Collage Principle

by John Rosenfelder
The music community has been

exposed to some strange sounds
over the past year, with record pro-
ducers asserting their presence more
than ever before. With use of multi-
track recording (the piece-by-piece
completion of a song through separ-
ately recorded parts, such as drums,
guitar and sound effects not neces-
sarily performed simultaneously),
the parts can be totally recorded at
once, as in a live recording, or add-
ed on at a time. In a recent inter-
view, Jimmy Page of The Firm des-
cribed how he records three takes
of a guitar solo and then chooses
the best one. New parts can be sub-
stituted for old ones (which has
already been done to the music of
many dead singers) enhanced,
ed up of manipulations. Whereas
the techocraft of engineers and pro-
ducers has been almost hidden in
the past, "asamblage music" has be-
come the latest fad, taking the prin-
ciples of collage and applying them
to music. The emphasis is not on
creating a style of piece of music,
but the modification of existing
materials. As Brian Eno and others
have suggested you no longer need
to be a musician to make music.
Music has frees itself from "music"
and the possibilities are endless.

Bruce Springsteen proved this
last year with his collaboration with
one of the more famous producers,
Arthur Baker (the man who
us "Planet Rock"). As Baker said
when he picked up the award for
best re-mix at the College Music
Journal's New Music Awards last
November, "I'd like to thank Bruce
for letting me fuck with his music."
The results must be left to history
because the interesting part is the
fact that Springsteen did it in the
first place. In a less career advanc-
ing, but definitely as hilarious a
move, made a record with the Presi-
dent on vocals. "See the Light/Feel
the Heat" takes the words from at
least four years of press conferences
and other indiscretions on Reagan's
part, matching them to a machine-
produced beat. The lyrics are con-
structed through an incredeible
editing job. A sample: "I'm not
trigger happy/We begin bombing in
five minutes...See the light/Feel the
h at 'f nf thno ,, n l,- .. .......

--l-uau....,. se nulu n c ei • weapJ.on sCl l...

they will be TERMINATED!!"
Other stuff like "Get down!" and
pitch control as Reagan reads bud-
get figures make this cut classic.

Peter Gabriel has just released
his soundtrack to the film BIRDY,
also made of existing material. To
find out how he assembled that,
,-leck nýxt weeks issue. With modern equipment, anyone can be a rock star . . .

q'Is*
New York Public Interest

New York PIublic Interest
Research Group

STATE BOARD
ELECTIONS
TUESDAY APRIL 30th

All fulltime Undergraduate &
Graduate Students may run. Pick

up petitions at NYPIRG,
Rm 079 Union
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